Now in its 21st year, the Lilly Seminar Series is a group of workshops and seminars focused on innovative approaches to teaching, learning, and assessment at the university level.

The program began as a set of activities for junior faculty selected to be Lilly Teaching Fellows, but popular demand quickly expanded the program to serve the needs of teaching faculty and academic staff across campus. The workshops and seminars provide explorations of a variety of issues, strategies and approaches for enhancing learning and instruction. Nationally recognized experts, including many from campus, serve as facilitators.

The workshops are designed to provide approaches that participants can use in their own teaching. Resource materials are provided to assist with implementation. The format is interactive and intensive, with time for discussion.
We invite you to join colleagues from across campus as participants in this series. Participants may sign up for the entire series or enroll in individual workshops. Advance registration is required. If your plans change, please let us know. Parking and light refreshments are provided at no cost to participants.

Your requests, suggestions and comments are welcome at facdevel@msu.edu [1].

The Lilly Seminar Series is one of several ways that MSU supports faculty efforts to enhance active learning on campus. If you have attended workshops in this series before, we look forward to working with you again and hope you will invite colleagues to join us. If you have not attended these workshops before, we invite you to join us for a stimulating and engaging series.

Deborah DeZure
Assistant Provost for Faculty and Organizational Development

Source URL: http://fod.msu.edu/lilly-teaching-seminar-series
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